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ABSTRACT
The “where do I start?” problem is a veritable one in intelligence
analysis. We identify several classes of algorithmic strategies that
can supply starting points to analysts in their exploration of a doc-
ument collection. We present nine methods with origins in asso-
ciation analysis, graph metrics, and probabilistic modeling, and
systematically evaluate them over multiple document collections.
One of these methods, a novel approach to modeling “surprise”,
is our specific contribution and, further, supports the iterative re-
finement of suggestions based on user feedback. We demonstrate
how these methods guide the analysts to start their investigation on
intelligence document collections. Our results reveal selective su-
periorities of the algorithmic strategies and lead to several design
recommendations for creating document exploration capabilities.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database management]: Database applications—Data min-
ing; H.3.3 [Information storage and retrieval]: Information search
and retrieval—Information filtering, Retrieval models

Keywords
Text Mining, Maximum Entropy, Starting Points, Intelligence Anal-
ysis

1. INTRODUCTION
Intelligence analysts today are faced with many challenges, chief

among them being the need to fuse disparate streams of data, and
rapidly arrive at analytical decisions and quantitative predictions
for use by policy makers. Modern communication forms such as
social media and microblogs have increased the diversity of sources
available but have also created further challenges, especially the
need for algorithms and software tools to suitably guide the analyst
and complement human analytical skills.

One of the veritable problems for an intelligence analyst is: given
a collection of documents to analyze, where do I begin? Which en-
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tities should one look at first? What activities appear suspicious to
warrant further investigation and followup? This problem is further
exacerbated by the imprecise form of threats that intelligence an-
alysts seek to unravel, by the developing nature of events, and by
the prevalence of incorrect or misleading data. Nevertheless, once
initial leads are identified, analysts can adopt a range of structured
exploration strategies that can contribute to hypothesis formation
or to conclusively discarding the current line of investigation.

In this paper, we present nine algorithmic strategies that codify
aspects of starting points for investigations. These strategies are
drawn from diverse backgrounds and work under different assump-
tions. However, these algorithmic strategies only aim to find start-
ing points in the intelligence dataset, while not the entire solution,
which can be found easily by various existing intelligence analysis
tools and storytelling algorithms (e.g. [18], [19], [20], [27]). Our
contributions are:

1. We present nine methods with origins in association analy-
sis, graph metrics, and probabilistic modeling, and systemat-
ically evaluate them over multiple document collections. To
the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to conduct a
systematic review of algorithms for starting point generation.

2. We introduce MTV, an algorithm adapted from the itemset
mining community, as a novel approach to modeling “sur-
prise”, and especially suited for starting point generation.
Further, MTV supports the iterative refinement of sugges-
tions based on user feedback.

3. We perform a systematic evaluation over five datasets which
lead to understanding selective superiorities of the algorithms
and subsequent recommendations for future work. We also
apply the MTV algorithm on the ISI-KDD 2012 challenge
dataset.

2. RELATED WORK
Modern software tools to support intelligence analysis are mo-

tivated by different considerations. Specific categories of systems
include association rule mining based systems [29, 5], classifica-
tion based tools (e.g., [37, 36]), model-guided software (e.g., [2,
26, 9]), graph-based frameworks (e.g., [16, 10, 11, 8]), collabora-
tive systems (e.g., [3, 7, 4]), and multi-agent systems (e.g., [30]).
These projects however do not explicitly address the issue of iden-
tifying starting points for analysis.

The analysis process in a typical intelligence analysis exercise
can be viewed through the framework of Pirolli and Card [33],



viz. information foraging and sensemaking. Information foraging
is aimed at seeking information, searching and filtering it, and read-
ing and extracting information possibly into some schema. Sense-
making involves iterative development of a mental model (a con-
ceptualization) from the schema that best fits the evidence. Some
analytic systems, such asINSPIRE[34], Jigsaw[22], ThemeRiver
[17], NetLens[24] focus on supporting the information foraging
loop. However, none of these tools are aimed at discovering a
specific start point for the analysts. Other tools, such asAnalyst’s
Notebook[21], Sentinel Visualizer[15], Entity Workspace[4], and
Palantir [25] focus more on sensemaking, and relegate the task of
finding start points to the domain knowledge of intelligence ana-
lysts. In our paper, we explicitly aim to provide a start point for
analysts as a foraging task that fosters the sensemaking step later.

3. ALGORITHMS
We survey our proposed algorithms in terms of three broad cate-

gories: (i) association measures, (ii) graph modeling, and (iii) prob-
abilistic modeling of surprise. Each of these categories is discussed
below. But first we define some notations to be used throughout the
rest of this paper.

We consider as given a set of documentsD = {d1,d2, · · · ,dn}
and a set of entitiesE = {e1,e2, · · · ,em} (which could have been
extracted from the documents using standard tokenization and NLP
software). The occurrence information of entities in documents can
be modeled using a relationRbetweenD andE, or as a (weighted)
bipartite graph. For ease of description, however, we model a doc-
ument as a set of entities, i.e.,di = {e1,e2, · · · ,ej}. Thus, the given
dataset can be denoted as the tuple(D,E).

3.1 Association Measures
Association rule mining is a well studied research problem in

data mining, whose aim is to find associations between different
items in a large transaction database. Here, a transaction is modeled
as a set containing a list of items that appear in the transaction.
Notice that since a document can be represented as a set of entities,
we can interpret the documents as transactions and entities as items
in the transactions. Under this scenario, we can apply association
rule mining techniques to find association rules between entities in
the documents. Association measures typically capture notions of
frequency and co-occurrence that we believe will be useful to the
intelligence analyst.

There are several existing and well studied association rule mea-
sures, includingφ -coefficient, Odds ration, Yule’sQ, Gini Index,
Confidence, Interest, and the cosine measure[38]. After support
pruning, many of these association measures tend to be similar to
each other. This topic is beyond the scope of this paper and the
interested reader is referred to [38]. Here, we choose three associ-
ation measures surveyed in [38]:φ -coefficient (φ ), Gini Index (G),
and confidence (c). For a given association ruleX⇒Y, these mea-
sures can be calculated using the formulas in Equation (1), (2) and
(3), respectively:

φ =
P(X,Y)−P(X)P(Y)

√

P(X)P(Y)(1−P(X))(1−P(Y))
(1)

G = max(P(X)[P(Y|X)2+P(Ȳ|X)2]+P(X̄)[P(Y|X̄)2+

P(Ȳ|X̄)2]−P(Y)2−P(Ȳ)2,
P(Y)[P(X|Y)2+P(X̄|Y)2]+P(Ȳ)[P(X|Ȳ)2+
P(X̄|Ȳ)2]−P(X)2−P(X̄)2)

(2)

c = max(P(Y|X),P(X|Y)) (3)

whereP(X) denotes the probability of entities inX appearing in
D, P(X̄) denotes the probability of entities inX not appearing in

D, P(X,Y) denotes the probability of entities inX andY appearing
in D together, andP(Y|X) denotes the conditional probability of
entities inY appearing inD given the entities inX appearing inD.
(The meaning of other symbols are analogous.) Finally, the top,
e.g., 10, association rules are supplied to the intelligence analyst
based on ranking using specific measures.

3.2 Graph measures
Since the relationship between documents and entities is natu-

rally viewed as graphs, graph measures such as dense subgraphs
and central vertices are natural candidates for generating starting
points. We will focus on two kinds of graph representations: the
entity-entity graph induced based on co-occurrence in documents,
and the original document-entity bipartite graph. We will discuss
both kinds of representations and algorithms below.

3.2.1 Entity-entity graph
Given a document dataset(D,E), an entity-entity graph is an

undirected graphGentity= (V ,E ) where:

V = E

E = {(ei ,ej )|ei ,ej ∈ dk, and ei ,ej ∈ E}

V is the vertex set, and each entity inE is a vertex in the graph.E
is the edge set, and if entitiesei andej appear in a certain document
dk together, then the verticesei andej are connected.

Algorithm 1 Greedy approximation algorithm for identifying a
dense subgraph

1: S← G = (V ,E )
2: Sdense= S
3: fdense= f (S)
4: while S 6= ( /0, /0) do
5: vmin = findMinDegreeVertex(S)
6: S= deleteVertexAndEdges(S,vmin)
7: if f (S)> fdensethen
8: fdense= f (S)
9: Sdense= S

10: end if
11: end while
12: return Sdense

We implement a greedy approximation algorithm [6] to find the
dense subgraph in the undirected entity-entity graph. Before pro-
ceeding to describe this greedy algorithm, we must first define the
density measure of an undirected graph. Given an undirected graph
G = (V ,E ), the density of graphG , f (G ), is given by the formula
[6]:

f (G ) =
|E |

|V |
(4)

where|E | denotes the number of edges, and|V | denotes the num-
ber vertices in graphG . A clique, therefore, has the highest density
among all graphs containing a certain number of vertices.

The greedy approximation algorithm for finding the dense sub-
graph works in an iterative manner. Given the graphG = (V ,E ),
the algorithm is initialized withS= G . In each iteration, the vertex
with minimum degree, denoted byvmin, is identified and deleted
from S. The edges connected to the vertexvmin are also removed
from S. Then, a subgraph ofG is generated and its densityf (S)
is calculated. The algorithm continues untilS becomes an empty
graph. Among all the subgraphs constructed during this process,
the subgraph that maximizes the density measure in Equation (4)
is output by the algorithm. The pseudocode in Algorithm 1 gives
the details of this greedy approximation algorithm. Figure 1 also
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Figure 1: Illustration of the greedy approximation algorithm [6] to id entify a dense subgraph.

shows an example dataset comprising 4 documents and 7 entities,
and the process of applying the iterative greedy algorithm to the
entity-entity graph constructed from this example dataset.

3.2.2 Document-entity bipartite graph
We now turn our attention to a different representation. Given

a document dataset(D,E), a document-entity bipartite graph is an
undirected graphGdoc= (V ,E ) where:

V = D∪E

E = {(di ,ej )|ej ∈ di , and di ∈ D,ej ∈ E}

HereV is the vertex set as before, and all documents fromD and
all entities fromE form vertices in the document-entity bipartite
graph. E is the edge set, and if documentdi contains entityej ,
there will be an edge between the verticesdi andej .

In order to find dense subgraphs from the document-entity bipar-
tite graph, we implement a heuristic local search algorithm [28].
Since the vertex set of the document-entity graph contains two
kinds of vertices, viz. document vertices and entity vertices, a
slight different density measure is adopted here. Given an undi-
rected document-entity bipartite graphGdoc = (V ,E ), the vertex
setV can be represented asV = D∪E, and the density measure
for the bipartite graphGdoc is defined by:

f (Gdoc) =
|E |

|D||E|
(5)

where| · | denotes the number of elements in a particular set.
The heuristic local search algorithm finds the dense subgraph

from an undirected bipartite graphGdoc = (V ,E ) in three steps.
First, a size ofm×n bipartite subgraphG ′ = (V ′,E ′) is initialized
in a random manner, whereV ′ ⊂ V , E ′ ⊂ E , V ′ = D′∪E′, D′ ⊂
D, E′ ⊂ E, |D′| = m, and|E′| = n. Then, a series of local swap
operations (LocalSwap procedure) is applied on the initial bipartite
subgraphG ′ until G ′ does not change any more. The local swap
operation tries to replace the document (or entity) vertices in the
subgraph with one not in the subgraph so that the number of edges
in the subgraph will increase. Notice that the local swap operation
will not change the number of vertices in the bipartite subgraph,
which implies that the bipartite graph density measure in Equation
(5) keeps increasing.

Secondly, a local resize operation (LocalResize procedure) is ap-
plied to the bipartite subgraph that is returned by the LocalSwap

procedure. The goal of this operation is to allow the size of the bi-
partite subgraph to change beyond its original size ofm×n. In the
local resize operation, the document (or entity) vertices not in the
bipartite subgraph are added to the subgraph if they are connected
to more than2

3 of the entities (or documents) in the subgraph. The
document (or entity) vertices in the subgraph can also be deleted
from subgraph if they are connected to less than1

3 of the entity
(or document) vertices in the subgraph. In our implementation,
we define the bipartite subgraphG ′ as changing too much if the
set of document vertices or the set of entity vertices changes too
much. The document vertex set changes too much if|D′| > 2m or
|D′|< 1

2m, and the entity vertex set changes too much if|E′|> 2n
or |E′|< 1

2n.

Algorithm 2 Local search algorithm for dense bipartite subgraph

1: Initialize a size ofm×n bipartite subgraphG ′ = (V ′,E ′) in a
random manner from the bipartite graphGdoc= (V ,E ).

2: G ′ = LocalSwap(G ′, Gdoc)
3: G ′ = LocalResize(G ′, Gdoc)
4: G ′ = LocalSwap(G ′, Gdoc)
5: return G ′

Finally, the LocalSwap procedure is applied on the bipartite sub-
graph returned by the LocalResize procedure again to further im-
prove the density measure of the subgraph. After this iteration of
LocalSwap procedure completes, we obtain the dense bipartite sub-
graph desired. Algorithm 2 summarizes this heuristic local search
algorithm. Figure 2 shows the process of applying this heuristic
local search algorithm to the document-entity bipartite graph built
from the example dataset shown in Figure 1.

3.2.3 Graph centrality measures
In a graph, the centrality of a vertex measures the relative impor-

tance of this vertex within the graph. Thus, in the graph constructed
from documents and entities, it is straightforward to connect cen-
trality measures of graphs to the importance of the documents and
entities. An entity vertex that has high centrality measure may be
important to the intelligence analysts. We survey three kinds of
centrality measures: degree centrality, betweenness centrality, and
closeness centrality [32]. Given an undirected entity-entity graph
G = (V ,E ), the centrality measures for a vertexv∈ V are defined
as follows:
• Degree centrality: the degree of vertexv over the number of
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vertices in the graph.

CD(v) =
degree(v)
|V |

• Betweenness centrality: an index for the number of times
that vertexv appears on the shortest paths between any other
vertices.

CB(v) = ∑
s6=v6=t

σst(v)
σst

, s, t ∈ V

whereσst(m) denotes the number of shortest paths between
verticess andt that pass vertexm, andσst denotes the total
number of shortest paths froms to t.

• Closeness centrality: the inverse of the mean length of the
shortest paths between the vertexv and all the other vertices
that are reachable fromv.

Cc(v) =
|V|−1

∑
i∈V\{v}

dvi

whereV is the vertex set of the connected component that
is reachable from vertexv in graphG , anddvi denotes the
length of the shortest path from vertexv to i.

In this work, we apply these three centrality measures on the undi-
rected entity-entity graph constructed from the document dataset.
The centrality measures for each vertex in the entity-entity graph
are calculated using the R package igraph [12], and vertices with
large values for each centrality measure are provided to the intelli-
gence analyst for further investigation.

4. MODELING “SURPRISE”
The idea in our newly proposed MTV algorithm is to acknowl-

edge the intrinsically exploratory and iterative nature of analysis,
whether by visual methods, machine learning, or traditional statis-
tical methods. That is, what we already know about the data greatly
determines our expectations, and therefore, which results we would
find interesting and/or surprising. Early on in the process of analyz-
ing a dataset, for instance, we are happy to learn about the general-
ities underlying the data (e.g., that the bulk of the dataset has to do
with financial transactions), while later on we will be more inter-
ested in the specifics that build upon these concepts (e.g., that there
is suspicious activity happening around mortgage refinancing).

Essentially, this process comes down to summarization: we would
like to know what is interesting in the data, and we want this to be

reported as succinctly as possible, without redundancy. In a nut-
shell, that is the approach of MTV algorithm [31]: it incrementally
adjusts its model of the data as it iteratively discovers the most in-
formative patterns, in order to obtain a non-redundant summary of
the data.

4.1 Maximum Entropy Models
To model the data, MTV uses the powerful and versatile class of

maximum entropy models. We construct a maximum entropy dis-
tribution which allows us to directly calculate the expected frequen-
cies of entities and combinations thereof. Then, every iteration, we
employ a convex heuristic to efficiently find that entity combina-
tion that provides the most new information, i.e., for which our
frequency estimate was most off. We update our model with this
new knowledge, and continue the process.

By the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) we can automati-
cally identify the most informative model, and prevent overfitting.
The non-redundant model that contains the most important infor-
mation is thus automatically identified. As such, MTV can tell you
what you need to know about the data.

4.2 Formalisms
The Maximum Entropy principle [13, 23] is a general technique

for forming a distribution from statistics. The approach has many
virtues: the resulting distribution captures all the information hid-
den in statistics and also all the implications. That is, it uses the
provided informationoptimally.

For example, consider that we know that wheneverA occurs,B
occurs as well, and wheneverB occurs, thenC occurs. If we ap-
ply the maximum entropy approach to this knowledge, not only we
capture the dependencies betweenA andB, andB andC, but we
also capture automatically the fact that by transitivity wheneverA
occurs,C occurs. On the other hand, if the knowledge at hand al-
lows us some freedom in selecting the distribution, we always try
to be as unbiased as possible. For example, if we have no knowl-
edge, then the resulting maximum entropy distribution will be the
uniform distribution. If, on the other hand, we know individual
means of the attributes, but not their correlations, then the resulting
distribution will be the independence distribution.

More formally, a statistic is a functionS(d) that maps a single
document to a real number. Given a statisticS and a document
datasetD we compute the average ofSoverD, f = 1

|D| ∑d∈D S(d).
Consider that we havek different statisticsS1, . . . ,Sk and that we
have computedfi , an average for eachSi . We want to build a distri-
bution that would capture all the information represented by(Si , fi)
in the most unbiased way. In order to do so, let us consider all
possible distributions defined over the sample space.



In order to capture the information in the statistics, let us con-
strain ourselves to those distributions that produce the same statis-
tics. That is, a distributionp must satisfy Ep[Si ] = fi for i = 1, . . . ,k.
Such a restriction rarely yields a single distribution, so from this
collection we have to choose one. Here we employ the Maximum
Entropy principle, namely, we select a distribution maximizing en-
tropy −∑d p(d) logp(d), where the sum is taken over the whole
sample space.

A celebrated theorem [13] states that the maximum entropy dis-
tribution has a particular form, namely that it can be written as
logp(d) = r0+∑k

i=1 r iSi(d). Such model is sometimes referred as
exponential family or log-linear model. Discovering the parameters
is typically done by Iterative Scaling [13, 14], where a singler i is
updated in turn, while the rest of the parameters are kept constant.

4.3 Maximum Entropy Model for Entity Sets
The MTV algorithm [31] uses sets of entities, or entity-sets,

and their supports to describe and summarize a collection of doc-
uments. That is, the summary consists of a collection ofk infor-
mative combinations of entitiesC = {X1,X2, . . . ,Xk} and their re-
spective frequencies{ f1, f2, . . . , fk}, where the frequencyfi of an
entity-setXi is defined as the relative number of documents inD
that containXi . Using the Maximum Entropy principle, a prob-
abilistic modelp of the dataset is constructed, satisfying the fre-
quency constraints inC . Out of all possible distributions satisfying
these frequencies,p uses the available information in an unbiased
way, and furthermore maximizes the likelihood. Using the termi-
nology above, the statistics used in this context are quite straight-
forward: Si(d) = 1 if Xi ⊂ d andSi(d) = 0 otherwise. Hence, the
log probability logp(d) of a single documentd can simply be com-
puted as the sum of an appropriate subset of the parametersr i .

Ideally, a summaryC should contain only patterns that are truly
informative with respect to the document dataset, not contain any
redundant information, and at the same time not contain too many
patterns, since the analyst can only examine a limited number of
them. The quality of any given summary is evaluated using the
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [35], defined as

BIC(p,D) =− logp(D)+
k
2

log|D|, (6)

wherep is the maximum entropy distribution andk the number of
parameters of the model, which equals the number of entity-sets
we have added to the model. The first term rewards summaries that
achieve high likelihood, i.e., that contain informative patterns that
model the data well. The second term penalizes summaries that
are overly complex, i.e., that contain too many (redundant) entity-
sets. Hence, BIC rewards summaries that model the data as well as
possible, using as few patterns as possible. Due to this, redundant
patterns are automatically avoided. Consider the following exam-
ple, with C = {A,B,AB}, where the frequencies ofA and B are
20% and 30% respectively. If the frequency ofAB in the data is
roughly 6%, this entity-set is redundant with regard to what we al-
ready know, and hence the BIC score will be high. On the other
hand, ifAB’s frequency equals, say, 18%, thenA andB co-occur
more often than expected, and henceABcan be considered surpris-
ing and interesting.

4.4 Searching for models
To discover a good summary of the dataD, the MTV algorithm

employs an incremental, greedy approach. The model is initialized
using the frequencies of the individual entities; under MaxEnt,p
then simply corresponds the independence model. The algorithm
starts from the empty set, and iteratively adds an entity-set to mini-
mize the BIC score of model, i.e., argminX BIC(C ∪{X}). To find

Algorithm 3 MTV algorithm
1: initialize p with the independence model
2: C ← /0
3: while BIC(p,D) decreasesdo
4: X← FindMostSurprisingEntityset(p,D)
5: C ← C ∪{X}
6: p← IterativeScaling(C )
7: compute BIC(p,D)
8: end while
9: return C

this entity-set, a heuristic is used:

argmax
X

h(fr(X), p(X)) (7)

whereh(a,b) = alog a
b +(1−a) log 1−a

1−b , fr(X) is the frequency of
X in the dataset, andp(X) is the frequency ofX as predicted by the
model. Intuitively,h measures the surprisingness or interestingness
of the frequency ofX with respect to its expected value according to
the current model. Iffr(X) = p(X) then it equals 0; the morefr(X)
deviates fromp(X), the higher it becomes. Since this heuristic is
convex, mining the combination of entities that minimizes the score
can be done efficiently. Next, the pattern maximizingh is added
to C , and the distributionp is updated accordingly to reflect the
newly gained information, using the Iterative Scaling procedure.
This process is repeated as long as the BIC score improves.

4.5 Incorporating Prior Knowledge
As stated, it is possible to make the algorithm take background

knowledge into account. This can be done in the form of entity-sets
and their frequencies. In its most basic form, the algorithm always
includes background knowledge in the form of individual entity
frequencies. However, it is possible to initialize the model with ad-
ditional information, for instance, if the analyst already knows that
“new” and “york” occur together frequently, the algorithm won’t
report this as surprising when it is informed of this fact.

4.6 Analyst-Guided Exploration
Furthermore, it is possible to use the MTV algorithm in an in-

teractive fashion. Rather than having it provide the analyst with a
fixed set of patterns, the analyst can guide the search process. This
can be done by, in each step, letting the user inspect a list of po-
tentially interesting entity-sets from which one is then chosen and
added. Making the discovery process more interactive in this way,
allows the analyst to guide the search for patterns in a direction that
is more interesting to him.

5. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present some results of the proposed algo-

rithms on five intelligence analysis datasets.

5.1 Datasets
The five intelligence datasets we used to evaluate the algorithms

will be referred to as Crescent, Manpad, AltanticStorm, VAST10,
and VAST11. The scenarios and tasks of these intelligence datasets
are to investigate and reveal the plots of any imminent threat, arms
dealing, or possible terrorist attacks. The sizes of these five intelli-
gence datasets range from small (less than 50 documents) to large
(more than 4,000 documents), which are summarized in Table 1.
The number of entities and documents participating in the correct
solution are also tabulated here.

To apply most of the algorithms described earlier on these intel-
ligence analysis datasets, some preprocessing steps are undertaken.



Table 1: Dataset Statistics.

Dataset
Number of Number of

Number of Number of Documents Entities in
Documents Entities in Solution Solution

Crescent 41 284 24 20
Manpad 47 143 16 16

AtlanticStorm 111 716 55 43
VAST10 103 621 50 20
VAST11 4470 55106 15 10

First, co-reference techniques are applied to the intelligence docu-
ments in each dataset to eliminate the duplicate entities that refer to
the same object. Then, we extract all the entities from each dataset
using the tool of AlchemyAPI. Typically, the entities extracted are
nouns that refer to the names of persons, organizations, cities, etc.,
numbers and dates. Finally, each entity and each document is as-
signed a unique ID within the dataset, respectively. After these
preprocessing steps, each document in a dataset can be represented
as a collection of entities it contains, and the whole dataset can be
represented as the collection of documents. Table 1 shows some
important statistics for each dataset.

5.2 Results Summary
We first outline the steps we have undertaken for each of the

classes of methods. For the association measure-based methods,
we sort the discovered association rules in decreasing order accord-
ing to the selected association measures for each dataset. We then
collect the entities from the association rules that are ranked on top
until the number of the entities we have collected is equal to the
size of the entity set in the solution of the dataset (this size thresh-
old was put in place to ascertain whether the methods are capable
of identifying all important players). Finally, a collection of docu-
ments that contain these collected entities is presented to the user.

For the graph-based methods, the final result is constructed in
different ways. With the entity-entity undirected graph, we collect
all the entity vertices in the dense subgraph output by the greedy ap-
proximation algorithm described in Algorithm 1 as the entity set,
and all the documents that contain these entity vertices as the doc-
ument set of the result. With the document-entity bipartite graph,
since the heuristic local search algorithm we implemented allows
us to specify the size of the initial bipartite subgraph, we set the
initial size of the bipartite subgraph the same as the size of the
solution of each dataset. Naturally, the entity vertex set and docu-
ment vertex set in the bipartite subgraph output by the local search
algorithm will constitute the result. In the graph centrality based
methods, the topN entity vertices consist of the entity set in the
final result based on the chosen centrality measures, whereN is the
size of the entity set in the solution of each intelligence analysis
dataset. The document set is just the collection of documents that
contain any of these topN entities.

For the MTV algorithm, we formulate the entity set in the result
by collecting the entities from the top summary itemsets output by
the MTV algorithm until the size of the entity set is equal to that in
the solution of each intelligence analysis dataset. The document set
in the result is again the collection of documents that contain any
of the collected entities in the entity set.

We presented the experiment results of these methods to an in-
telligence analyst who is familiar with the five datasets we used,
and requested an evaluation of the quality of these results based on
the solution and the scenarios of each intelligence analysis dataset.
Table 2 depicts the scores (range from 0 to 10, where higher score
indicates better quality of the results that either have more entity
overlap with the solution or contain very important key entities of
the solution), given by the intelligence analyst, of each method on

Table 3: Entity sets extracted from AtlanticStorm by MTV al-
gorithm.

{Derwish, Windsor, Ontario, Canada}
{Omar Hanif, Bahamas, Nassau}

{Los Andes Hotel, Mexico, Bogota, Tampico, in, Columbia}
{Cuba, Havana}

{Casablanca, Holland Orange, Holland Orange Shipping Lines}
{Central Russia, Moscow, Central Russia Airlines}

the intelligence analysis dataset Crescent, Manpad, AtlanticStorm
and VAST10.c, G andφ in the table represent the association mea-
sures of Confidence, Gini index andφ -coefficient, respectively.

From Table 2, we can see that the association measure based
method works best on the AtlanticStorm dataset and fairly for the
other datasets. The dense entity-entity and document-entity sub-
graph methods have a good performance on the Crescent dataset,
but do not work well for the rest of the three datasets. Moreover,
for the dense entity-entity subgraph method, one drawback of this
method is that we cannot control the size of the dense subgraph. For
example, although the result of this method contains nearly 50% of
the important entities in the solution and has a high intelligence an-
alyst assigned score, it also includes 181 irrelevant entities, which
makes it difficult to identify the important entities in the plot. The
graph centrality measure based method performs fairly on the Cres-
cent, Manpad and AtlanticStorm datasets, but a little poorly on the
VAST10 dataset. The MTV algorithm performs best on all datasets
except the Manpad dataset.

Here, we use the MTV algorithm as an example to illustrate
how these algorithmic strategies guide the analysis of intelligence
analysts. Table 3 shows the entity sets extracted by MTV from
the AtlanticStorm dataset. The intelligence analyst reads the doc-
uments that contain these entities, and finds that the entity sets
{ Omar Hanif, Bahamas, Nassau}, { Casablanca, Holland Orange,
Holland Orange Shipping Lines} and {Central Russia, Moscow,
Central Russia Airlines} in the result appear to be interesting. The
intelligence analyst may also identify some other entities that have
connections with these entity sets that could potentially be inter-
esting. These interesting and uninteresting entities can be supplied
back to the MTV algorithm as feedback. With the interesting enti-
ties in hand, the intelligence analyst can use them as starting points,
and apply any existing tools discussed in section 2 to investigate the
entire dataset and unravel the plot.

We did not list the scores of the algorithms on the VAST11
dataset in Table 2 because none of these methods captured the
structure of the plot in the VAST11 dataset, and thus have trouble in
generating starting points for intelligence analysts. Recall that one
basic way to approach the information discovery process is to cate-
gorize the given documents into different topics and use established
document classification techniques to obtain a first cut understand-
ing of the collection. So, in addition to the algorithmic strategies
we have surveyed, we also applied document classification tech-
niques to the VAST11 dataset. The tool of AlchemyAPI is adopted
to achieve the document classification objective. The AlchemyAPI
implements statistical NLP algorithms and machine learning algo-
rithms to analyze the content of the documents and extract useful
semantic information from the documents provided [1]. We first
invoke the text categorization API to identify the most likely topi-
cal distribution of the documents and then classify the documents
in the dataset into different classes according to their identified top-
ics. Among all the document categories generated by AlchemyAPI
on the VAST11 dataset, there are categoriescrimes and lawand
unknown, which contain 122 documents altogether. The category
of crimes and lawconveys some information about the VAST11



Table 2: Experimental evaluation results.

Dataset Association measures Dense entity- Dense document- Graph centrality measures MTV
c G φ entity subgraph entity subgraph Degree Betweenness Closeness

Crescent 7 7 7 8 8 7 6 6 9
Manpad 8 7 7 6 0 6 7 9 0

AtlanticStorm 9 9 9 2 7 7 7 7 9
VAST10 6 6 6 5 2 2 5 5 8

Table 4: Entities extracted from IslamicAwakening.
{Afghanistan, Taliban}
{Gaza Strip, Hamas}

{Osama bin Laden, Afghanistan}
...

dataset (recall that the task of this dataset is to find any imminent
threat) and theunknowncategory contains more vague documents
that need to be further investigated. More important, document
classification greatly reduces the number of documents the intelli-
gence analyst needs to inspect initially, and these 122 documents
also contain the part of the documents in the solution of VAST11.
If we extract the key entities in the solution documents that are
classified intocrimes and lawand unknowncategories, they are
very close (2 or 3 hops) to the rest of the important entities in the
solution of VAST11 in the entity-entity graph. These results im-
ply that for large datasets, such as VAST11, incorporating some
preprocessing steps, such as document classification, may facilitate
the process of generating starting points for intelligence analysts.

5.3 Discussion
Our experimental results on five intelligence analysis datasets in-

dicate that all of the algorithmic strategies presented in this paper
have the ability to generate some meaningful guidance to intelli-
gence analysts. In this section, we will discuss the possible reasons
why some strategies perform well on some datasets, but not others.

One common idea behind the association measures, graph mea-
sures, and MTV algorithm is that all of them aim to identify entities
that are most frequent (important) or central to the dataset. When
applied over the five datasets, however, there are clear selective su-
periorities that emerge. In Crescent, Manpad, AtlanticStorm and
VAST10 datasets, around 50% documents contain the interesting
entities in the solution. Thus, some of the entities in the solution
can be considered globally frequent (important) or central to the
dataset. This explains why these methods can retrieve many of the
interesting entities with only a few exceptions, such as the dense
document-entity subgraph approach or the MTV approach on the
Manpad dataset. However, in the VAST11 dataset, the interesting
entities in the solution are focused on a very small portion of doc-
uments, viz. 15 documents compared to a total of 4470 documents
in the VAST11 dataset, and in this case, the entities in the solution
can not be considered as globally frequent or central to the dataset.
Thus, without any pre-processing, these methods do not fare well
on the VAST11 dataset.

With the document classification approach, the AlchemyAPI clas-
sifies the documents using sophisticated statistical algorithms, whose
distributions are inferred from massive troves of general documents.
As a result, it can only classify documents into very general topics,
thus its use is limited when using alone. However, as a preprocess-
ing step, document classification approach can reduce the number
of documents that needs to be investigated initially by intelligence
analysts, and when incorporating with other methods, it may facili-
tate the process of generating starting points of intelligence analysis
for analysts.

Table 5: Entity sets extracted after document clustering.
{Bismillah Walhamdulillah, Al-Qaida, Rasulillah Assalamu,

WaAlaikum Salam, Dr. Ayman Zawahiri, Pakistan}
{Beitullah Masud, Mullah Fazl., Mangal Bagh, Taliban}

{Al-Qaida, CAIRO, Osama bin Laden,
Egypt, Ayman al-Zawahri}

...

Thus, one lesson from our studies has to do with how “broadly”
the hidden plot is woven across the document collection, or whether
it is concentrated over a minority of instances. The MTV algo-
rithm fares well when the entities to be discovered have frequencies
anomalous to a maximum entropy estimate, but can get sidetracked
e.g., in the case of the Manpad dataset, where it emits one entity
FBI as the output. Deleting such entities will generally improve
the results of MTV.

5.4 Results on ISI-KDD’12 Challenge Dataset
We also applied the MTV algorithm to the ISI-KDD 2012 chal-

lenge datasetIslamicAwakening, which comes from the Dark Web
Portal of several complete multi-year extremist forums (Notice that
we did not aim to solve the challenge tasks with these algorithmic
strategies, which is not the goal of this paper). Each posting in
this dataset is treated as a separate document in our analysis. Ta-
ble 4 lists some of the entity sets in theIslamicAwakeningdataset
provided by the MTV algorithm. From Table 4, we can see that
some of these entities are the names of well known terrorism or-
ganizations and the regions involved. Besides these well known
associated entities, we also tried to further investigate the dataset
and find other interesting entities that can serve as starting points
for intelligence analysis.

We clustered theIslamicAwakeningdataset into several groups,
such that within each group, the documents have at least one com-
mon entity. Table 5 shows part of the entity sets generated by the
MTV algorithm on these groups of documents, which reveal con-
nections between people and organizations. These entities might
be interesting to the intelligence analyst. Starting from these enti-
ties, it is easy to identify the postings that contain these entities and
the related threads or members in the extremist forums. The forum
members that talked a lot about these terrorism organizations or
the persons that have connections with the terrorism organizations
might be radical persons, and intelligence analysts may be inter-
ested in further investigating these postings and forum members.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have explored several existing categories of

algorithmic strategies, including association measures, graph met-
rics, and probabilistic modeling using the maximum entropy princi-
ple, to guide intelligence analysis. Our results applying these strate-
gies to five datasets indicate selective superiorities based on small
vs. large datasets and broad vs. focused plots, and the MTV algo-
rithm performs generally better than other methods on the intelli-
gence datasets across which the hidden plots is broadly woven. But
pre-processing steps such as document classification are necessary



to address larger document collections. As part of our future work,
we will continue to explore new mechanisms and frameworks to
support intelligence analysts in unarticulated aspects of investiga-
tion.
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